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Abstract (en)
Carbonaceous solid waste such as garbage and other refuse, with recyclable material such as metal, aluminum and glass substantially removed,
is ground to small bits and pieces of relatively uniform size for processing by pyrolysis in a vertical retort. Material for processing is moved from a
source of supply via a gas stream into the top of the retort in a cyclone fashion or swirling motion where it falls by gravity through countercurrent
hot gases to exit for collection at the bottom of the retort as char. The hot gases are initially generated in the startup operation by igniting the first
falling particles to reach the bottom with a fuel burning ignitor that is turned off when the material is sufficiently ignited and ambient air is blown into
the bottom of the retort in a swirling or cyclone motion to maintain combustion of the swirling ignited material whereby the continual flow of falling
material becomes the fuel to sustain the process of generating the hot gases without any outside source of fuel. The material is in constant motion
from the time it enters the retort until it exits at the bottom and at no time is there a bed of material or a packed column being processed. The gases
exit at the top of the retort where part of the gas stream is reduced in temperature and directed through the source of supply to serve as the vehicle
for moving colds materials from such source to the top of the retort and the remaining gas stream is directed to a point of deposit which can be a
secondary combustor for incinerating all impurities therein. The flow of the gas stream from the retort to the source of supply is through a closed
conduit to provide a closed loop in which material is moved into and out of the system in an air free environment. The quantity of material processed
per hour can be varied by varying the speed of delivery of material to the gas stream moving through the source of supply to the retort and the flow
of ambient air can be increased or decreased correspondingly with an increase or decrease in the flow of material from the source of supply to
maintain combustion. A storage bin may be provided for replenishing the source of supply and the speed of delivery of material from such bin to the
source of supply can be varied to correspond with the amount of material being taken therefrom.
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